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The material presented in this thesis is designed to provide 
the practicing engineer w:ith a practical, approximate method of 
solution for the increasi~ important problem of plate vibrations. 
The technique presented herein is basica~ an application of 
the use of generalized coordinates to describe the elastic and 
inertial properties of a finite element representation of a non-
uniform rectangul.ar plate. The plate Will be idealized by utilizing 
* a modification of the grid work technique developed by Hrenniko:ff ( 1) 
as a lattice work of interconnecting beams. By employing the elastic 
displacements as genera.J..ized coordinates, the only required compati-
bility conditions are that the displacements at beam interconnecting 
points be the same for beams in mutually perpendicular planes. 
Relationships are then derived which will allow the system 
kinetic and potential energies to be expressed as functions o:f 
linear algebraic equations. The vibratory equations of motion are 
then obtained by application of Lagrange's equations. 
The resul.ti.ng equations are solved by standard matrix manipu-
lation techniques (3, lO) employing a large high speed digital computer. 
It should be noted that pairs of identical roots will appear :for the 
* Numbers in parenthesis denote references listed in the 
Bibliography unless otherwise specified. 
case of a square :plate. This condition limits the practical: 
using matrix iterative premultiplication for a solution procE 
as this techni~ue is extremely sensitive to convergence for 1 
roots Therefore~ the solution used for this problem was a i 
developed by C. G. J Jacobi 7 and modified by J. Von Ne~~ann 
on large digital computers, which ·.·ill converge for any numbe 
repeated roots. 
Note that although the actual solution performed for thi 
thesis was for a unirorm p~ate~ the method may be applied dir 
to any arbitrary cross-section. To apply this method to a nc 
uniform plate it is only necessary to obtain an approximation 
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E ht/Jzc 1 + J.L)~X 
~ Passion's Ratio 
= E bt/iz < .1 - 1.1./'-)&X 
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t Time 
; t (9.i) . Indicates the Time Derivative of 9-.J ; Also Written as ~ 
CPS Indicates Cycles per Second 
Additional Symbols will be defined a.s used in the text. 
I INTRODUCTION 
With the advent o~ large high speed digital computers 
industry has placed increasing emphasis on the development of 
numerical solution procedures ~or more di~ficult problems. The 
vibrating plate is among the latest class o~ important problems 
to be analyzed by these numerical procedures. The material pre-
sented herein is an extension o~ the beam theory presented in (1). 
Further, this material is presented in matrix notation, since 
l 
this notation is particularly adaptable ~or use on digital computers. 
It is noted that the material presented herein is directed 
toward the practicing engineer rather than the theoretical mathe-
matician, and as such may seem overly simpli~ied. First a 
straightforward development o~ the Lagrange equations is shown. 
This is intermeshed with a treatise on the use o~ generalized 
coordinates, which are the universal language o~ the practicing 
dynamicist. 
Matrix algebra is then utilized to show a rather complete 
development o~ the oscillatory equations o~ motion ~or a general 
vibrating system. We then proceed into a general discussion of the 
use o~ ~inite element theory to develop an approximate solution by 
lumped parameters. Algebraic equations are developed ~or the lumped 
parameter model o~ the continuous system, and the problem is then 
~ormulated in matrix notation. 
Finally, a rather complete discussion on the solution of the 
final matrix equations of motion is included. The method chosen 
2 
was Jacobi diagonalization, which computes tne desired eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors by iterative application of unitar,y transformations. 
This method was chosen for the following two reasons; (a) it is very 
efficient (small computation t~e), and (b) it alleviates the 
necessity of reducing the equations or motion to eliminate the 
rigid body motion for the free - free solution. 
The reader should note that although the solution presented 
in this thesis is for a uniform square plate, nothing in the deriva-
tions precludes the use of the procedure for non-uniform rectangular 
plates. Note also that any arbitrary edge conditions may be investi-
gated by applying the proper boundary conditions. 
3 
II REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
In recent years, the plate problem has become a favorite for the 
presentation of numerous technical publications. The majority-of 
published articles, however, have been concerned with the problem of 
plane stresses and strains, and not the theory of vibrations. Of 
the papers which are directed toward the solution of the vibrating 
plate problem, only a small number approach the problem by the use 
of finite element techniques. 
The classical solution to the plate problem approached through 
the finite element technique is basically due to A. Hrennikoff (l). 
This work, which was aimed toward solution of the plane stress 
problem, laid the foundation for the application of finite element 
theory to the solution of plate problems by idealizing the plate as 
a gridwork of interconnecting beams. Hrennikoff then analyzed each 
beam in a rather elaborate manner, and imposed compatability condi-
tions on the system which ensured the proper interaction between the 
beams. 
A complete comprehensive approach to both the plane stress and 
vibration problem of plate and shell structures is presented in (2). 
Finite element theory is utilized to represent the structure as a 
series of interconnecting beams. The resulting equations are then 
formulated in matrix notation. This technique is extremely useful 
4 
to the practicing engineer, as matrix computations are especia.J.~y 
suitable for efficient uti~ization of present day high speed digital 
computers. The blik of the materi~ presented in ( 2) is devoted 
toward the solution of plane stress prob~ems, but information per-
taining to the so~ution of a vibrating plate subjected to static 
loading is also presented. However, no so~utions to the derived 
equations are presented and no comparison of theory with experimen~ 
data are given in this report. 
An application of the finite element, or "~um.ped parameter" 
technique as applied exclusively to vibration problems is presented 
in ( 4) . The b~k of this work is, however, directed towa.rd the 
solution of the vibrating beam prob~em, with oruy three pages 
devoted to the plate problem. Further, (4) presents no solution :for 
the idealization of the plate, or any evaluation of its accuracy by 
comparison of theoretical and experimental data. 
The b~k of the background for this thesis is presented in 
(5). This report basically presents an adaptation of the matrix 
displacement method to beam vibrations, uti~izing matrix notation 
and generalized coordinates. In the opi.nion of the author of this 
thesis, (5) is one of the most complete works on the approximate 
solution of vibrati.on problems ever published. The theory of' (5) 
is used herein to analyze a ~ate, idealized as a series of inter-
connecting beams as suggested in (2) and ( 4). 
III DISCUSSION 
A. Introduction to Generalized Coordinates and the Application 
of Matrix Calculus to Vibration Problem£ 
5 
Generalized coordinates are, in general, statically independent 
geometric variables in terms o£ which the conriguration of a system 
is specified. The minimum number of generalized coordinates re-
quired to completely specify the configuration of a holonomic 
mechanical system is called the number of degrees o£ freedom of 
the system. This thesis will be limited to the consideration of 
linear holonomic systems. 
Generalized coordinates may be rectangular, polar, or angular 
coordinates or any usable mixture of coordinates. The only restric-
tion placed upon them is that they and their derivatives must be 
mutually independent and capable of completely specifYing the con-
figuration of the system under consideration. 
In keeping with tradition, the small letter ~shall be used to 
designate a generalized coordinate. In addition, numerical super-
scripts shall be assigned to designate the individual~ •s of a given 
system. Note that the use of a letter as ·a superscript may ~esignate 
any of the numerical superscripts (degrees of freeaom) of the sy3tem, 
and will be used for compactness in the symbolic derivation of the 
equations of motion. 
For the analysis of vibrations, the customary usage of genE 
ized coordinates is to define the motion or a point of interest 
terms of the required generalized coordinates. When the system 
restricted to small oscillations, this motion then becomes the 
differential variation of the point about its position of equilj 
Thus, the differential equations of motion ror a particle s 
jected to arbitrary forces, using rectangular coordinates, may c 
written as: 
M X 1--:c 
M y - Fv 
M z - F.& 
111here the F: , F,.. , ~ are the component forces acting on the 
particle. The transformation to generalized coordinates may be 
"'ri tten as: 
X - ( 
( 
z - ( 
Then, the component velocity X may be expressed by the cha 
rule of calculus, using Newtonian fluxion notation (6) as: 
. 
X = + ax ·3 a~· 9 




c!x ._,_ 0~ ... 9- + 
~nd from equation (5) 
- & ax _ ax . ~ 
a CJ'- - a c:,.•;a 9- + 
1e may conclude : 
d ox 
d t a ~J -
+ 
The work 8?-:, \..v' done by the e:f'fect:i. ve forces when the coordir. 
s changed by an infinitesimal amount a9j without disturbing ar. 
8 
other 9-.. may now be computed. Let Bx , lh and liz be the resulting 
infinitesimal def'orma.tion in X, Y and z. Then: 
8~.; W' = M[ X8x + Y l)y + Z 8z] · (lO) 
The transformation to the generalized coordinates '{' is 
b ~ ~X ~ . immediate y noting that Ult' = O~,; u~.t 1 etc., SUCh that 
.,. ax ·· oY ·· az J 8~:. ~ = M [ X a 'I; + y o 4}• + Z o ~ a'~; (ll) 
But, by differentiating X ~X~ with respect to time, we may write: 
X .. ax. o9" -
and f'rom equation ( 6) and equation ( 9) 
·· ax _ 
X o~,;- d ( . ax ) · ax d t X~,; - X a~_j 
d a • )2 dt ~( ~ --
and therefore 




Where_, in equation ( l4) T = 1\f/2 [ X2 + Yz + z~J and is called the 
kinetic energy o~ the particle. 
To obtain the system differential equation or motion_, we need 
only equate equation (14) to the work done by the actual forces 
when Cf.J is changed by an amount 8 CJ; • Then_, representing the work 
in question by Qj 8'1,; we obtain 
9 
- Q.i (l5) 
and, if the actual forces are conservative, that is, the work done 
by the forces is equal to the change of the potential energy 
ov 
V ( ?-• , '1-z. _, '¥- 3 ) or the system li Wv = - li V and therefore Qj = - a 9-.;. 
The differential equation of motion will then take the ~allowing 
form, which is immediately recognizable as the familiar Lagrange 
equation: 
d aT 
d t a~.i 
aT 0 t;t.i + -0 (l6) 
From the preceding discussion, generalization to n degrees of 
freedom is immediate. Let us suppose that we now have a system of 
particles constrained such that the kinetic energy of the system is 
the sum of tne kinetic energy of the particles. We may then write: 
T = L M;./2 [X~+ Y,t+Z~] (l7) 
.,j 
10 
But, for an ho1onomic system, we requ.ire: 
y~ - f ( 9-'' ?~ . t;;• ) 
such that equation (17) may now be written as: 
(18) 
and, since for the system, under consideration, M .. = M .. equation 
-'J JL 
(18) may be written compactly as: 
(19) 
Equation (19), however, is exactly the symbolic equation 
denoting a matrix triple product and therefore may be written as: 
. T •. 
e T - { 9' l [M.:;] { <J~} (20) 
By a similar argument, the potential energy may be shown to be: 
(21) 
ll 
The vibratory equations of motion may now be obtained directly 
by substituting equations (20) and (2l) into equation (16). 
Then: 
1 t ( ~~· [~e {<i( [MJ{ 9-j}]) - g'l;[ ~/, { $~ }[M,J { -r}] 




But since [MJ = [M.J J r [M,J= [M.:J and f'rom the Lat.:s o.f 





By the above stated argument, it is obvious that: 
(26) 
Note also that: 
(27) 
Therefore, our final matrix equation of motion for a linear 
holonomic conservative system of particles becomes: 
(28) 
III-B Derivation of The Equations of Motion o~ a Vibrating Plate 
B-1. Undamped Free Vibration of a Free - Free Plate Using a Gridwork 
Analogy 
It will now be shown that the framework analogy of Hrennikoff 
(1) may be applied to a further engineering approximation, namely, 
the use of generalized coordinates and finite element techniques 
13 
( 5, 2) to develop a lumped :parameter (gridwork) analogy o:r an elastic 
plate. 
For the sake of clarity, and a more complete comprehension by 
the reader let us first apply the lumped parameter technique tq a 
simple uniform free - free beam. Basically, this application of 
generalized coordinates and finite element theory is designed to 
reduce the continuous beam to a series o:r linked particles. For the 
sake of compatibility with the plate problem, the generalized coordin-
ates will be taken to be the linear de:flections o:r the particles, 
although for a beam this is not a particularly convenient choice of 
coordinates. 
The continuous beam may now be replaced by a finite element 
model as follows. Consider a beam of mass 2M, length 2~, and uniform 
stiffness EI and consider the beam to be divided into two equal seg-
ments as shown. 
~ .. \- ~ ·I 
14 
The beam may now be replaced by a lumped parameter model, con-
sisting of two mass particles connected to rigid bars through elastic 
elements. The bending stiffness of each section may be shown to be 








Imposing the constraint of allowing the beam no lateral or longi-
tudinal deflections, a right hand coordinate system may be defined 
for the linked particles, as shown below. 
3 
It has been previously shown (Section III-A) that the vibratory 
equations of motion may be obtained directly from a consideration of 
the system kinetic and potential energies. Let us then examine the 
system of linked particles and attempt to obtain expressions from 
which the system kinetic and potential energies may be obtained. Note 
that for the system of linked particles shown, 4 independent coordin-
ates are required to completely specif'y the position of the system 
without ambiguity. The system kinetic energy may then be expressed 
directly as : 
2T 
Defining H~ to be the vertical deflection at mass point j, and 
noting that H~ = ~ ( "fJ) 
( 29) 
( 30) 
Employing matrix techniques, and equations (29) and (30), the system 
kinetic energy may be written as: 
( 3l) 
Applying a similar argument to the system elasticity, the 
potential energy may be expressed as: 
Where TJi is the elastic spring deflection. Note, however, that 




Applying the matrix techniques of Section III-A to equations (32) and 
(33), the system potential energy may be written symbolically as: 
ev- (34) 
Thus, the kinetic and potential energy has been defined ror the 
system o:f linked :particles. Obviously, the only dif:ficulty that could 
arise is in the evaluation of' the partial derivatives. This, however, 
really presents no problem. From a consideration of the diagram 
shown on Page 14 the following equations may be obtained directly. 
u' 





'1'-·= ( Cj.t- 90)/ ( .t/e.) 
"'~ = (9-·- ~ )/ .J 
'I'&= ( f:J-3 _ c;;.z )/ ( l/2.) 
.,, 
-













Where the generalized coordinates are arranged as shown, .for 
convenience in the final solution 
(37) 
Then, substituting equation (36) into equation (35) and carryir. 
the indicated multiplication will ~eld: 
[ - y_., 
YL 
The coefricient matrix or equation (38) 
an1%~~Jts the 2 x 2 identity matrix in 





[ a'l')' is now identically o'l'~ 
equation (37)- Note th 
Substituting equations (31) and (34) into the Lagrange equation~ 
0 yields: 
and f'or: 
'f = '/- eiwt 
- [: ~J 
[ E0I/--' o J 
E I/.J' 
Equation (40) becomes: 
10.EI -6. EI -6. EI 
-G. EI lO.E I e. EI 
-G. EI a. E I "t. E I 
2.. E I -G. EI 0 
C...EJ ~J 






M 0 0 0 ~~ 
we 0 M 0 0 ':}. ( 43) 
0 0 0 0 '1' 
0 0 0 0 ?-" 
\ 
20 
Equation (43) is seen to be doubly degenerate. This could well 
have been anticipated, however, since the system has two rigid body 
degrees of freedom. To reduce equation {43) to a solvable form, let 
us define a coordinate transformation such that the chosen general-
ized coordinates may be defined in terms of both elastic and rigid 
body motion. This transformation may be written as: 
t:~' LO 0 1.0 1.0 tl 
~1. 0 1.0 1.0 LO ta ( 44) 
r 0 0 1.0 1.0 tlf.' 
tt 0 0 LO 1.0 tit& 
Where the superscripts Rj denote rigid body motion. Now, applying the 
coordinate transformation of equation (44) to equation (43) will re-
sult in both row and column's 3 and 4 being all zeros. Therefore, 
equation (43) may be rewritten as: 
!;_r[lO.EI 
-6.EI 
- (;.EI ~ J . 
10. El l ~·I (45) 
2l 
Equation (45) no longer contains the rigid body motion~ therefore~ 
it is no longer singular and may be solved for the desired eigenvalues 
and eigenvectors by any applicable method desired. Note that this is 
only a two section beam however~ and as such may not be expected to 
yield accurate results. In general, it is desirable to use at least 
ten sections and possibly more depending on the stiffness and mass 
distribution~ in order to obtain a reasonable degree of accuracy in 
the solution of the first two modes. 
By an extension of this beam theory~ similar approximate 
equations may now be formulated for the plate problem. If the plate 
is divided into rectangular sections as shown in Figure l a lumped 
parameter model may be developed (Figure 2). Note that this model 
is nothing more than a series of interconnecting beams and~ as such~ 
equations similar to those used in the beam example may be employed 
to obtain the plate kinetic and potential energies. 
When writing the plate equations~ caution must be exercised in 
a choice of generalized coordinates. For example, an idealization 
such as Figure 2 utilizing 36 mass points will result in 48 bending 
springs. Consider further that the free - free plate, constrained 
to vertical motion only has three possible rigid body displacements. 
It is .then obvious that only n-3 independent coordinates are required 
to completely specify the elastic deflections~ although n coordinates 
are required to specify the total deflections. This choice of 
coordinates will then result in a triply degenerate matrix equation~ 
22 
which may be solved by minor manipulation. Should the elastic 
bending slopes have been chosen as generalized coordinates, however, 
the equations would be degenerate by order 18 through both 
redundancies and rigid bo~ motion and, as such, could present a 
monumental task to reduce to a solvable ~orm. 
Consider then beam 2-B of Figure 2. It's position for the 
condition of vertical de~lections only may be described by the 
following set of linear equations (reference Figure 3). 
Mass Point Deflections 






Bending Spring Rotations 
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MASS REPRESENTATION OF THE 
FINITE ELEMENT PLATE MODEL 
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ELASTIC REPRESENTATION OF THE 
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DEFORMATION MODEL OF BEAM NUMBER 2B AS 




Torsion Spring Rotations 
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SimiLar equations may now be formulated for the remaining bars 
used in the plate finite element model. The :final set of equations 
are then written in matrix notation to form an equation such as 
equation 28. Additional details and the actual computed generalized 
mass and stiffness matrices are presented in Appendix A. 
These final equations of motion may now be solved by any of 
several techniques, provi.ding caution is exercised. If a method 
is chosen which requires either the generalized mass matrix or 
the generalized stiffness matrix to be inverted, redundancies must 
first be eliminated or the inversion will fail. The plate equations 
have automatically allowed for three rigid body degrees o:f :freedom, 
and as such our system of equations is triply degenerate, and both 
the generalized mass and generalized stiffness matrices are there-
:fore singular. The singularities may be removed, however, in much 
the same manner as was shown for our simple beam example problem. 
The solution procedure chosen for this thesis, however, was the 
Jacobi method, which is described in detail in Section III C. The 
27 
solution results ror the free - free plate are presented herein as 
Figures 4 through 13. Note that only the elastic modes are pre-
sented. The lowest three eigenvalues are zero since they are 
associated with rigid bo~ motion~ and as such are considered to 
be or no interest. 
B-2. Transformation to Pinned Corners and Comparison with 
Experimental Results 
The transformation of the free - free plate equations to pinned 
corners is a very simple transformation for our particular choice or 
generalized coordinates. The boundary conditions for a pinned joint 
require only that deflections and moments at that joint be identi-
cally equal to zero. For our matrix equations then, this requires 
only that the generalized coordi.nates at the pinned poi.nts be set to 
zero. Therefore, coordinates r:f- 1 ~ 'j- 6 , !J.J1 and 'l" are set equal to 
zero and these respective rows and columns are deleted rrom the 
matrix equations of motion. Note that the resulting equations now 
possess no singularities~ and as such are less of a problem to solve. 
This thesis will however~ still retain the Jacobi diagonalization 
procedure for solution as it is as effi.cient as most current methods. 
The results of the analytical model are presented as Figure 14 and 
Figures 16 through 21. Figure l5 shows experimental results for the 
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c. Solution of the Equations of Motion by the Jacobi Method 
The Jacobi Method of solution is an orthogonaL transformation 
vrhich reduces a square matrix to a diagonal matrix, the diagonal 
elements of which are identically equal to the eigenvalues of the 
matrix. This :process is available as IBM subroutine "EIGEN" in the 
IBM Scientific Subroutine library~ and is highly efficient for large 
matrices. The primary disadvantage of the Jacobi Method, as applied 
to vibration :problems, is the requirement that the dynamic matrix be 
symmetric. 





It is obvious that the [[)~] will only be symmetric for a few 
special cases, and will in general be quite unsymmetric. This 
presents no insurmountable problem. However, it does require that 
equation (46) be preconditioned by coordinate transformation such 
that a symmetrical matrix containing the desired eigenvalues may be 
obtained. 
47 
For the special case of no inertial coupling present in the 
system ( i.e. [ M.;,J = ~>.lit ( M;,J ) , a technique commonly known as mass 
weighting the coordinates (8) may be employed. Briefly this 
technique is as follows. Let equation ( 46) be rewritten as: 
( 48) 




Then, substituting equation (50) into equation (48) will yield 
(5l) 
-~ 
and, premul.tiplying both sides of equation (5l) by [M; .. ] will 
yield: 
{ cJ)'} (52) 
The product will yield a real symmet 
which may be solved for the eigenvalues (A). Note that t 
eigenvectors (9ft) must, however, be obtained from equatio 
the c/>K are not the coordinates of interest. The above de 
procedure is also valid for [M;_] # 8-»c [M.; .. ] ·but [ K;"] = ll 
We then simply transform [K.;"] , to obtain YA: . Thi. s s.im.p. 
while very efficient, .:is however, limited to the special · 
either no elastic or no :i.nerti.a.J... coupling, and it is desi 
have a more general method for the case where [M.i"] *- & .. ( 
and [ K;"'] * 8.._ [ K;_] . 
To accomplish the above stated desire, we need only 
the [M;.] ma.y be treated much as the "dyna.m..i.c" matrix of 
( 47). This will requ.1..re that a. un:i. ta.ry trans:forma.tion ( 6 
that: 
:r [u.J [u .. ] [I] 
We ma.y then write : 
A .. {u .. } 
Then, the A"" will be a diagonal matrix whose elemer.: 
exactly the eigenvalues o:f [M •. ] , and similar:ily, [U,..]must 
whose jth column is identically the jth eigenvector of D 
since the eigenvectors or a real symmetric matrix ·are mutually 
orthogonal (9), the[U-]will fulfill the requirements of e~uati 
(53). 
T 
Then, premul ti:plying equation (54) by { U.,.} 
::T. { u .. ~ [M;,] { u .. } T { U .. } A" { U,..} 
But from equation (53), equation (54) may be written as: 
Then, using a technique similar to the 11mass 'tveighting" used 
earlier we may define: 
and introducing the variable transformation: 
and, substituting equation (58) into equation (47) will yield 
Eut., from consideration of equation (54)., equation (59) rr 
written as: 
or: 
and premu.ltiplying equation (61) by[A. ... f[u,..~ields: 
ri T -1fa -~.a 
But., Lu"] [u"J = [I] , and [A J [A. ] = [I] " therefore 
equation (62) reduces to: 
~ T -1 ~ [A. ... ] [u_] [K.;K] [u,.J [A. .... ]{~"} 
or., if: 
V& :r -J. 4"'& [A. ... ] [u ... ] [K .. ,J [u .... ] [A. ... ] = [A_..J 
equation (63) may be written as 
5l 
and, since premultiplying a real symmetric matrix by the transpose 
of its postmultiplier results in a real symmetric matrix, equation 
(63) will yield a real symmetric matrix, which may be solved for the 
desired eigenvalues. 
Note that while equation (63) will yield the correct eigen-
values, the desired eigenvectors must be obtained from equation (58). 
With the equations of motion now properly conditioned, we may 
proceed with the solution of the equations by the Jacobi Method 
(lO, ll). 
Briefly, the Jacobi Method consists of transforming the original 
matrix to a diagonal matrix by a series of orthogonal transformations. 
Let us assume that an nth order orthogonal matrix [S] may be defined 
:r 
such that [S J (S] = [I ] . Let us further assume that the matrix 
may be defined such that the transform of [A] by [S] is a diagonal 
matrix or: 
[D] (65) 
Where the elements D;w of [D] are of the f'orm: 
(66) 
~fuere s. is the well known Kronecker ~elta . 
.II< 
52 
Now, multiplying both sides of equation (65) by(S], and 
:T T 
noting that [S] [S] = [S] (S] = [I J, we obtain 
[A] [sJ- [s][o] (67) 
Equating the elements of the matrices in equation (67) we obtain: 
t A .... s .. j 
.... 
., 
L s .... E,. S .. .; 
. .. (68) 
If we now fix attention on a single value of (j), and consider 
the implications of equation (68), it is obvious that the array of 
elements [ s ... ;]may be interpreted (for fixe3. ( j)) as a colu."Tl.Tl vector. 
This vector, i.vhich is now denoted by { Sj } , is premultiplied by (A]. 
The result is, by definition, the scalar E- multiplied by the same 
., 
colunn vector { S~}. Then: 
(69) 
Now, referring to equation ( 64), E 1 may be related to A.j an:i 
similarly { S.i } to {~k} . We may then state: 
If an orthogonal matrix [ S], which transforms a real sym;netric 
matrix [A] into a diagonal matrix [D] exists, the jth diagonal element 
of [D J may be adopted as the jth eigenvalue of [A], and. the jth 
column of [S] is similarly the jth eigenvector of [A] (lO). 
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Clearly~ the difficulty of this approach to the eigenvalue 
problem is defining the orthogonal matrix [S] . The method used for 
this thesis is an IBM subroutine~ based on the Jacobi diagonalization 
method~ and modified by J. Von Neumann for use with large high speed 
digital computers. 
Basically, the classical Jacobi method is to annihilate selected 
off' diagonal elements of' [A], in turn, by plane rotations (orthogonal 
transformations). 
Strictly speaking, the number of these plane rotations required 
to reduce a matrix is infinite, since some of the transformations 
designed to annihilate a later pivot (off diagonal element) will 
undo the annihilation of' a previously treated pivot which is in the 
same row or column. 
For this reason~ the classical Jacobi method is not a finite 
process, but is in effect an iterative method which is carried on 
indefinitely until the required accuracy is obtained. 
To more clearly illustrate the method, let us choose an off 
diagonal element of A , say A f1- where P '1 tJ. and by an elementary 
transformation, annihilate it. The transformation has the following 
form. Let: 
- Cos 8 
' 
R~ - R,, SinO 
(where p > 1- ) , also let: 
R- = 8-,. .M( where t ~, 1'\) ;# c P, ~) ~ and (J is an angle of' rotation 
to be determined. 
[RJT[""-'J [R] Now, denoting the result o~ the transformation ~ 








A,~e= A,. .. Sin 8 + A_.Cos6 
n ,_, 
,._. 
I A.;,. = Aj .. Cos 9 Aj~ Sin 8 (71) A:.= ..... ,._, Ai; Sin 9 + A •• Cos 8 
... , 2 .,_1 
A" Sin 8 - 2A~ Sin 9Cos 9 
(72) 
A,...= (A:- A~-;) Sin 9 Cos 8 + A"'~ (Cos~ 8 - Sin2 8) 
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and, in order to make A~~ vanish (annihilation): 
(73) 
then: 
Tan29 ft-1 M-J 1"-t - 2A,.. /C A,.,.- A., ) (74) 
Thus, a plane rotation has been defined which '.·Till, after n 
steps, reduce [Ajk J to a diagonal matrix, observing only thatl81 < :;[ 
for each iteration. Actually, the trigonometric functions are never 
evaluated by the computer since there are purely algebraic relations 
between sin (J , cos (J , and tan 28. 
IV CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A comparison between the results obtained in this thesis for 
the pinned corner plate, and the experimental resuJ.. ts presented in 
(7) indicate excellent agreement in the node line plots. The computed 
frequencies, however, are not so satisfactory. The first four modes 
show more than a 10~ variation, with the computed frequencies being 
above the experimentally determined frequencies in each instance. 
The computed results then, in general, appear to possess too much 
generalized stiffness. This may be explained in part by an examina-
tion of Figures 1 and 2, which show the finite element mass and 
stiffness representation in detail. Note that while the entire mass 
effects are included, excluding rotary inertia effects, the effective 
l.ength of each component beam for bending stiffness is really 4J 
instead of the total. plate width/length of 5R· This foreshortening 
of the beams resulted from the method chosen to repre.sent the lumped 
system elasticity. Note that this effect alone will result in a 
generalized stiffness (bending) matrix whose elements are magnified 
by the ratio of 5 /4 , or .1..25. 
Now, since the natural circular frequency w ... is proportional 
to the square root of the generalized stiffness, a correction factor 
may be obtained by taking the square root of the ratio of the actual 
length to the effective length. Then, taking the square root of 1.25, 
the correction factor will be 1.1.18. 
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This would then indicate~ for a one degree of freedom system~ 
the computed natural frequencies to be approximately 11.8~ high due 
to the effect of :foreshortening the beam only. Reducing the computE 
frequencies by the indicated amount~ the first four natural frequen· 
cies become respectively: 63.4 cps~ 133 cps~ 133 cps and 171 cps. 
The above corrected frequencies~ when com:pa.red to the experimentall~ 
determined frequencies show 2.3~~ .75~~ .75~ and 1.2% deviations 
respectively. This~ the author feels is quite good :for an approxi-
mate solution to this problem. 
While the above stated effect of foreshortening the beams may 
not appear quite as drastic for a multiple degree of freedom system 
as for a single degree of freedom system~ it is none the less belie 
to _be responsible for the largest single source of error. Additioru 
possible sources of error could be as follows: 
1. Neglect of rotary inertia terms in the analytical 
solution. 
2. Elasticity and/or free-play which exists at the pin 
points due to the supports used in the experimental 
determination of frequency. 
3- Additional mass effects of the excitation device and/or 
instrumentation used to locate resonances for the 
experiment. 
In view of the preceding argument, it is believed that this 
technique could prove extremely useful to the practicing engineer 
who is in need of an approximate solution to the vibrating plate 
problem. It is of course obvious that increasing accuracy will 
result from decreasing section sizes (including more degrees of 
freedom). However, simply lumping the bending elasticity mid-way 
bet\veen mass points, instead of at the mass points, should also 
provide increased accuracy. Had this technique been employed along 
a beam possessing n mass points the total number of lumped springs 
would have been n-l, instead of the n-2 used for this thesis. This 
would have resulted in a lesser foreshortening of the beam. 
Recommendations for future use of this technique will be 
directed toward ways to minimize the increase in effective or 
apparent generalized stiffness. One direct method is to make use 
of unequal sectioning toward the end of the bars, i.e. half-cell 
elastic termination. Also, placing the lumped springs mid-way 
between the lumped masses and/or increasing the number of degrees 
of freedom are effective methods of increasing the accuracy. 
In view of the lack of published material on the free - free 
plate, it is extremely difficult to draw any concrete conclusions 
regarding this solution. It would however seem logical to assume 
that the accuracy of the free - free plate solution would be 
roughly comparable to that of the pinned corner solution. We 
wou::..d, .Jith this assumptio!:'l, expect the mode shapes to be accurate, 
and the first four frequencies to be approximately 12% high. Also, 
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from past experience in the use of finite element theory for beam 
vibrations, the author has noted that to obtain n modes to engineer-
ing accuracy usually re~uires a minimum of (3n-l) elastic degrees of 
freedom. Expanding this to two dimensions for plate theory, and 
considering the modes to occur in two dimensions also, it would 
seem logical to assume that for m modes to engineering accuracy would 
2 
require m = n , and the number of degrees of freedom required would 
thus be (3n-l) 2 . It should further be noted that this number can 
increase greatly for structures which exhibit many non uniformities, 
and as such this rule should not be used blindly in place of good 
engineering judgment to establish the required nwnber of' degrees o:f 
freedom f'or a particular analysis. 
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Per equation ( 2J.), the potential energy 2V may be expressed 
for the total system as one ma. tr:Lx equation by the use of' a parti tiom 
matrix such that: 
2V 
T. 
b I 1 l Tl, K .l I 0 I 0 I 0 
- -.- 17"""·--~-­
TI, 0 I K .. l 0 I 0 
--.- -t--rl--
'Yt 0 I 0 I K, I 0 
-0- 1-0- 1-0- 1-K.;-~ I l I a 
( 1-a) 
The superscripts in equation ( 1-a} designate bending ( b}, and torsion 
(t), while the subscripts denote the coordinate axis of interest, i.e 
bending along the 2 axis or torsion about the 2 axis. Note that the 
bending and torsion slopes ( Tl & "Y} may be wri. tten i.n terms of the 
generalized coordinates fl. , such that: 
Tl, ~71,: 0 0~ { ~} 0~ 0~ 
--1-- --
Tla o I o712 o'l$. 
- _,_o~ ~?- (2-a) 
"Y, ~"YJ. I 0 0~1 
--,--
"Y.& 0 I d "Ya 
' a"'~ 
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Now, suostituting equat~on (2-a) into equation (l-a) and carr,ying out 
the indicated operations will yield the generalized stiffness matrix. 
The actual elements of this matrix for the free - free plate are 
presented herein as Pages 63 through 74. The generalized stiffness 
matrix :for the pinned corner plate may be obtained from this matrix 
by applying the boundar,y cond~ tions described on Page 27. 
Note that per equation ( 20), the above stated arguments may also 
be appLied to the generalized mass matrix [MjKJ. For the generalized 
coordinates chosen, this calculation is unnecessary however, as the 
[~~] i.s an identity matrix, and the matrix [M.;.;] wouLd remain un-
altered in the calculation. The elements of the generalized mass 
matrix [MjKJ are presented on Pages 75 through 86. 
To obtain a specific element of [MjKJ , only requires that the 
mass density of the plate be multiplied by the volume of the element 
o:f interest. The mass o:f element 16 (Figure 1) :for example would be 
Pft , where p =mass density o:f aLuminum= ( .1)(2.4) 2 ( .L69)/386 
1.9248705(10)-4 Mugs. 
To obtain the stiffness, the formulas given on Page vi are 
A> ) T applied. For example let us compute K 1 at 15 (Figure 2 and K 1 
at g (Figure 2) then. 
Kb = l0.6(lo)6 (2.4)(.l29)3/12(.91)(2.4) = 2.0838(L0) 2 in-7b HI~J radJ.an 
- 10.6(10)6 (2.4)( .l29) 3/12(1.3)(2.4) = 1.45866(10) 2 in-lb 
radian 
GENERALIZED STIFFNESS MATRIX ( 36 x 36) 
Column Column Column 
1 2 3 
1.~4322<+40 u3 -1.46283350 03 2 .. 41114960 02 
-l.4o2o3J5U 03 3.4ll86S70 C3 -1.4 86d4980 03 
2.41114-'YoO 02 -1. 48684S eo C3 3. l34/-t8150 03 
0. lJ 1.8082537() 02 - l. 42.656020 03 
J.u c.o 1.80825370 02 
.. 
0.0 c.o o.o 
-1 • 46 2 b .LS 50 G3 9.C0212590 C2 c.o 
9.002125'J[J 02 -.2.7L87130D C3 7.03258720 02 
u.CJ 7.0325d720 C2 -2.~3175920 03 
0 .o c.o -,. 03.25 8720 02 
-o.o G.O u.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
2.41114960 02 c.u o.c 
u.o 4. cl2.CL9S20 C2 o.o 
u.u u.<.. 4.H222992D 02 
-o.u c.o o.o 
,) • 0 c.o c.o 
u.o c.u o.o 
i.).U c.o o.o 
u.o c.c o.o 
J.tJ u.o o.o 
u.0 u.c o.o 
u.o o.c o.o 
o.o c.o o.o 
u.o c.c o.o 
J.O o.o o.o 
J.() o.u c.o 
0.0 o.o o.o 
u.o c.c o.o 
J.O c.o o.o 
0.0 o.o o.o 
u.o c.o o.o 
o.o c.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
u.o u.u o.o 
·.). 0 o.o c.o 
Column CoJ_umn. Col..WDD. 
4 5 6 
u.o c.o o.o 
1.80825370 02 o.o o.o 
-1.42656020 03 t .80825370 oz· o.o 
3.13448.L50 03 - 1 .486849 80 03 2.41114960 o2 
-1. 48t> 84 98 0 03 3.41186970 03 -1-46283350 0.3 
2.41114960 u2 -1.462R.335D 03 1.54322440 03 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
7.03258720 02 o.o o.o 
-2.5.3175920 03 7.03258720 02 o.o 
7.032~8720 02 -2.72871300 03 9.00212590 02 
o.o '9.00212590 02 -1-46283350 03 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
4. 62229920 02 o.o o.o 
o.o 4.82229920 02 o.o 
o.o o.o 2.41114q6Q 02 
o.u o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
G.O o.o o.o 
o •. o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o .. o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o .. o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
O.G o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
Column Column Column 
7 8 9 
-1.4t>LB33';)D 03 9.00212590 02 o.o 
9.0021£590 02 - 2 • 7 2 87 l 3 00 03 7.03258720 02 
v.o ., • 03258 7 20 02 -2.53175920 ()3' 
o.o u.c 7.03258720 02 
0.\J c.o o.o 
u.o u.o o.o 
3 .4lltibooU 03 -2.7 2871010 C3 4. 82229920 02 
-2.72d7lUlO 03 7.47457830 03 -2.77674580 6'3 
4.B2229'.#20 02 - 2 • 7 7 6 7 4 5 BD C3 6.91980490 03 
o.u 3.ol650740 02 -2.65616660 03 
o.o o.o 3.61650740 02 
.. 
o.o u.o o.o 
-l.486o469U 0"3 7.0325?830 C2 o.o 
I ,.0 3L5~d3U 02 -~. 77674290 03 5.06304960 02 
u.o ~.06304~tlD C2 -2.57<;79200 03 
0.(; o.o 5.06304960 oi 
u.0 G.O o.o 
o.o c.o o.o 
l.d0tiL5..:i7D 02 o.o o.o 
o.o 3.61650740 02 o.o 
o.o c.o 3.61650740 02 
0.0 c.o o.o 
J.u o.c o.c 
o.o c.o o.o 
0.() o.o c.o 
J.O c.c o.o 
o.o c.c o.o 
o.o o.o c.o 
u.u (j.Q c.o 
u.o o.o o.o 
J.O c.o o.o 
u.o c.c o.o 
0.0 ~.(; c.o 
J.O c.o o.o 
u.o c.o o.c 
o.o c.c o.o 
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Column Column Column 
10 11 12 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
7.03£5H720 ;J2 o.o o.o 
-2.53175Q20 03 7.03258720 02 o.o 
7.0.::L?5!:'720 02 -2.72871300 03 9.00212590 '07 
o.o 9.00212590 02 -1.46 283350 03 
-· 0.0 a.o o.o 
3.61650740 02 0 .o o.o 
-2.6?616660 03 3.616'50740 02 o.o 
n.919B>l.t+9D 03 -2.77674580 03 4.82229920 02 
-2.77674~80 03 7.47457830 03 -2.72871010 03 
4. B2 2 2'-J 9 2 0 02 -2.72871010 03 3.41186680 03 
-o.o o.o o.o 
o.o c.o o.o 
':i.0630496D 02 o.o o.o 
-2.1:)797gzoo 03 5.06304960 02 o.o 
'.:>. Oi.:o 10"-t96D 02 -2.77674290 03 7.03255830 02 
o.o 7.03255R3D 02 -1.48684690 03 
-· o.c o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
u.o o.o o.o 
:~.616?0740 ·:.>2 0 .o o.o 
o.o 3.616'>0740 02 o.o 
o.o o.o 1.80825370 02 
-o.o o.o o.o 
0. [J 0 .o o.o 
\1.0 o.o o.o 
u.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
u.o o.o o.o 
t}. 0 0 .l) o.o 
o.c o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o n.o o.o 
Col.u.nm Col.umn Column 
13 14 15 
2.4lll49oU 02 u.u c.o 
u.o 4. o2.2 2<;, S2D C2 o.o 
u.0 c.c 4. 82 2299~0 02 
J.G c.c (;.0 
·j. (J G.O o.o 
'.j. u o.o u.o 
-l.4b6ti4o~U 03 /.(.;3.2:>SE30 C2 o.c 
l.C 3L':> Su .:HJ l,L - i:. 7 7 (:; 74 2 90 03 5.06304960 02 
J.c ?.Ct•3C4CJ60 CL -2 .s7q79200 03 
:J. 0 ~ '"" •'-- S.Oh3049t>O 02 
J.u c.o o.o 
..J.Li \, .• 0 o.o 
J .1 ~-.'t-1:> IU 
"' __ j -2..:::..317~14U c::s 4.B222Y'-ic.u UL 
-2.:>Jl7'J:>4L) (;3 0 • '-} 1 9 7 c, ~ l (; 03 - t!.. ~7S7920D 03 
•:..1:.1LL29~2U 02 - ~ • ? I ('.; 7 '-J 2 CD 03 o. 36 502B 71J 03 
.J .0 .3.olc5C74D 02 -.t:_.45S212YU 03 
u.u G.O 3.61650740 02. 
o.o c.o c.o 
-l.-.26?~7jU (;.;j 1. J j c.'::: 5 t: 30 C2 u.o 
7.0..1~:>5b3li uL - 2 • 0 s b l b '3 7 u C'j 5.06304960 02 
u.o :>.u63C'i<ion C2 -2.4 5 921290 03 
J.U c;. Cl ~.(.6304960 02 
0.v L..C c.c 
i.) • l~ t,; • <} u.o 
l.cH.Itst!.':>37U cz c.o u.c 
0.0 J. c> l b 5C? 40 02 o.o 
J.U c.u 3.6lo~074D 02 
J '\ 
.u c.u c.o 
0.0 o.u o.c 
J.O L.C o.o 
J.l) c.c o.o 
u.o o.c 0.0 
J.O v.u c.o 
J.O c.u c.c 
0.0 L.O o.o 
u.o c..c o.o 
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Colwnn Col.wnn Column 
16 17 18 
o.o 0 .o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
4.822lq920 02 o.o o.o 
o.o 4.B2229920 02 o.o 
o.o o.o 2.41114960 02 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
5. 06.3 O•t 96 0 02 o.o o.o 
-2.?7979200 u3 5.06304960 02 o.o 
5.06304q6o 02 -2.776742CJO 03 7.03255830 02 
o.o 7.032558 30 02 -1 .48684690 03 
.. 
o.o o.o o.o 
3.616~0740 J2 o.o o.o 
-2..4~9212~0 03 3.61650740 02 o.o 
6.365C2370 03 -7.57979200 03 4.82229920 02 
-2.5797gzoo ()3 6.91979910 03 - 2 • 5 3 17 53 40 03 
4.82229q.zn 02 -2.53175340 03 3.13447t;70 03 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
5.06304960 >12 o.o o.o 
-2.4592llqo 03 5.06304960 02 o.o 
~.0630496D 02 -2.65616370 03 7.03255830 02 
u.o 7.03255830 02 -1.42655730 .Q3 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
3.b 1650 740 .)2 o.o o.o 
o.o 3.61650740 02 o.o 
o.o o.o 1.80825370 02 
-o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
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Column Column Column 
22 23 24 
o.o c.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
u.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
3.616~0740 :.>2 o.o o.o 
o.c 3.616'>0740 02 o.o 
u.o c.o 1.80825370 02 
o.c o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
5.06304960 ·J2 o.o o.o 
-2.4?921290 ')3 5.0b304960 02 o.o 
:>.06304960 r)2 -2.65616370 03 7. 0 325158 30 02 
o.o 7.032'>5830 02 -1.42655730 03 
·-u.o 0 .o o.o 
3.61650740 J2 o.o o.o 
-2..45921290 ()~ 3.61650740 02 o.o 
6.36502o7u 03 -2.57979200 03 4.8222<}920 02 
-2.57979200 03 6.q1979910 03 -2.53175340 03 
4.8222C)q20 OL -2.53175340 0.3 3.13447570 03 
u.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
'5.06304960 02 o.o o.o 
-2.5 797·~200 03 ") • 0 b 3 I) 4 9 6 0 02 o.o 
.5. 063049oD U? -2.77674290 0:3 7.03255830 <l2 
o.o 7.0375'>830 02 - 1 • 48684690 ()3 
-0.0 o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
u.o o.o o.o 
4.822?9920 G2 o.o o.o 
o.o 4.8?229920 02 o.o 
o.o o.o 2.41114960 0~ 
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Column Column Column 
2':5 26 21 
J.U c.o o.o 
u.u c.o o.o 
0.u c.o c.o 
o.u (, l 
.u o.o 
0.G c.c o.o 
u.o u.v c.o 
o.o 0.0 c.o 
d.U () . () o.o 
.j .u c.o c.o 
:) . () c.o c.o 
,) • IJ c.o G.O 
l).lj c.c o.c 
1 • b0 &2 ':.t3 10 02 c .o o.o 
).() 3.cl6~L74D 02 o.c 
J.(; c "\ 
.u 3.61650740 02 
,) . (.) c • l) o.c 
-...) • l,j v.C c.o 
u.v c • ') o.o 
-l.4doci4b90 LJ3 7.032~5t-3D l? o.o 
l • 0 3 2 ~:; ~ ti . .> 0 0.2 - ~ • 7 "I b 7 4 2 4U c~ ?. 06304960 02 
u.o S. iJo 304Sb0 02 -2.57S79200 03 
o .. u l...O 5.Gb304960 02 
u.G C.8 o.c 
,) .. li l-eU o.o 
3.4llt:~6l6U ld -.c. • 7 2 bIG 5CO C3 4.82229920 02 
-2..l2tl10:>01) (;3 -, • ~ 7 4 S 7 C.3D 03 -2. 776 742.90 Q3 
4.b~22.-J920 02 -2.77b7~2.YO C.3 6.91979910 03 
u.u .:;.cl65074U :J2 -2.o56l637D 6"3 
u.u 0.(; 3.61650740 02 
u.o u.u c.o 
-l .. 4c.:::dLd30 c ~) Y .CJ~l.J7450 C2 v.c 
'-) .uo.cu 7L.t':>l: L2 -2.72.d7C5Gu C3 7.032'5'.:>830 02 
0.U 7.U32?~t3JD C2 -2.53175340 03 
0.0 c.o 7.0325~830 02 
0.0 0.0 c.o 
0.0 G.O u.o 
Column Column Column 
28 29 30 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.n o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
O.(i o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.c o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
3.61650740 ·J2 o.o o.o 
0.0 3.61650740 02 o.o 
u.o o.o 1.80825370 02 
o.o o.o o.o 
0.0 o.o o.o 
5. 063 04960 )2 o.o o.o 
-2.5 7979200 03 5.06304960 Ol o.o 
15.06304960 02 -2.77674290 03 7.03255830 02 
o.o 7.03255830 02 -1.48684690 "(f3 
o.o o.o o.o 
~.61650740 02 o.o o.o 
-2.65616"370 03 3.61650740 02 o.o 
6.91979910 03 -2.77674290 03 4.82229920 02 
-2. 7 76 74290 03 7.474'>7030 03 -2.72870500 03 
4.B2229920 02 -2.72870500 03 3.41186160 03 
u.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
7.03255H.30 02 o.o o.o 
-2.5"3175340 J3 7.0325!>830 02 o.o 
1.032-';5~10 J2 -2.72870500 03 9.002074'50 02 
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Column Column Column 
34 35 36 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.u o.o o.o 
4.B222':1920 !J2 o.o o.o 
o.c 4.82229920 02 o.o 
o.o o.o 2.4111~960 ·02 
-o.o o.o o.o 
o.e o.o o.o 
7.03255830 02 o.o o.o 
-2.!>3175340 03 7.03255830 02 o.o 
7.03255830 02 -2.72870500 0.3 9.00207~50 02 
o.o 9.00207450 02 -1.462828.30 lf~ 
o.G o.o o.o 
1.8(]825370 02 o.o o.o 
-l.426~573U J3 1.8082115370 02 o.o 
3.1344"7570 03 -1 .48684690 03 2.4lll4q60 02 
-1.48684690 03 3.41186160 03 -1.46 282830 -03 
2.41114960 02 - 1 • 46 2 8 2 8 3 0 03 1.543219'30 o'3 
GENERALIZED MASS MATRIX ( 36 x 36) 
Column 
1 

















































































































Column Column Column 
4 5 6 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
9.62435230-05 o.o o.o 
o.o 9.62435230-05 o.o 
o.o o.o 4.81865280-05 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 




















































































































Column Colunm Column 
10 11 12 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o .. o 
l.q248705D-04 o.o o.o 
I u.o 1.9248705D-04 o.o 
o.o o.o 9.62435230-05 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o .. o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 




















































































































Colunm Column Column 
16 17 18 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
1.924870'50-04 o.o o.o 
o.o 1.924870'50-04 o.o 
o.o o.o 9.62435230-05 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 0 .o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.u o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 




















































































































Co~umn Column Column 
22 23 24 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.c o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
1. q~48 705 D-04 o.o o.o 
o.o 1.9248705D-04 o.o 
o.o o.o 9.62435230-05 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
0.0 o.o o.o 
o.o 0 .o. o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o .() o.::> 

















































































































Column Column Column 
28 29 30 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
u.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 0 .o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o 0.() o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
1.92487050-04 o.o o.o 
o.o 1.92487050-04 o.o 
o.o o.o 9.62435230-05 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
o.o o.o o.o 
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